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This experimental investigation was conducted to 
provide design heat transfer data for applications in-
volving the nucleate pool boiling of Refrigerants 11 and 
113 from the external surfaces of tubes. Tests were con-
ducted with 0.625-in. o.d. and 1.125-in. o.d. commercial 
copper tubing; at 1 and 2 atmospheres pressure; and with 
refrigerant-oil compositions from 0 to 10 percent oil by 
weight. Results show that each of these parameters can 
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In vapor-compression refrigeration systems using oil-
lubricated compressors, there is always some amount of oil 
transported through the system. In general, this oil affects 
the boiling process occurring in the evaporator of such a 
system. 
Many investigations have been conducted in the field of 
boiling heat transfer; however, there remains a need for both 
additional and improved design heat transfer coefficients for 
the nucleate pool boiling of refrigerants from the external 
surfaces of tubes. "Pool boiling" is defined as vaporization 
occurring under the following set of conditions: (a) the 
depth of the liquid is , large compared to the maximum bubble 
diameter; (b) any externally imposed velocity of the fluid 
is low enough to have negligible effect on heat transfer, 
and (c) a force field, usually gravity, exists to make the 
bubbles move ·away from the heated surface. It is customary 
to express heat flow by boiling from the heated surface to 
the surrounding fluid in terms of a heat-transfer coefficient, 
h, defined by the following relation: 
(1) 
where: Q = heat transfer rate 
A = surface area 
tw = wall or surface temperature 
t = saturation temperature of boiling fluid. s 
2 
Currently available information applicable to the design 
of such refrigeration heat exchangers as flooded evaporators 
consists principally of the works of Stephan(!), Rohsenow( 2 ), 
Myers and Katz( 3), and Blatt and Adt( 4 ) as summarized in the 
1972 ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals(S). However, these 
investigations have mainly dealt with pure refrigerants and 
with specially prepared test surfaces. 
Some previous works related to the effect of oil on heat 
transfer during evaporation have been reported. Stephan(G) 
reports results for the boiling of R-12 and R-22 from a flat 
plate with varying concentrations of oil. Tschernobylski and 
Ratiani(?) performed experiments with oil-R-12 mixtures boil-
ing from a 14 mm od horizontal tube. Worsoe-Schmidt(B), 
' Green(g), and Green and Furse(lO) have studied the effect 
of oil on the boiling of R-12 from the inside of horizontal 
tubes. Furse(ll) also reports results for R-11 and R-12 
boiling over a flat horizontal copper surface. 
The investigation reported in this paper was directed 
toward extending the available heat transfer data on the 
boiling of refrigerant-oil mixtures. The results should 
provide additional thermal design data for the nucleate pool 
boiling of refrigerants from the external surfaces of tubes. 
The ranges of test parameters are as follows: 
Refrigerants: R-11 and R-113 
Oil and Concentrations: Paraffin base, 150 SSU 
@ 100°F 0 to 10% by weight 
Boiling Surfaces: Commercial Copper Tubing, 
Type L 0.625 in. o.d. and 
1.125 in. o.d. 
Evaporator Pressures: 1 ATM and 2 ATM 
Heat Fluxes: 150 to 25000 Btu/hr sq ft. 
3 
4 
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
The equipment used for this study consisted principally 
of five basic systems: (a) test fluid and cylindrical test 
element, (b) boiling/condensing vessel system, {c) power 
supply, (d) auxiliary refrigeration unit for condenser, and 
(e) instrumentation and control system. Figure 1 shows 
schematically the arrangement of the various components. A 
more detailed sketch of the boiling/condensing system is 
given as Figure 2. 
The boiling section consisted of a six-inch Pyrex glass 
tee containing the copper tube test section and the test 
fluid. Auxiliary cartridge heaters were inserted in the 
fluid and resistance heating tape was wrapped around the 
outside of the vessel. Heater tape was also wound around 
the condenser, and the complete boiling/condensing system 
was insulated. Power leads and thermocouples were brought 
into the chamber through Conax glands in each metal end 
plate. 
The test specimen was constructed from commercial, type 
L, copper tubing. Except for cleaning with acetone, the 
surface finish was otherwise in "as received" condition. 
The two sizes of test sections used were 5/8 in. and 1-1/8 
in. o.d., each 7-1/2 in. in length. A standard cartridge 
heater was used as the heating element inside each tube 
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cartridge and the tube. Six copper-constantan, 32-gauge, 
thermocouples were soldered in slots between the sleeve and 
the tube. Reference junctions were submerged in the boil-
ing fluid. Although the thermocouple measurements were 
obtained from the inside o£ the copper tube, these values 
were extrapolated to the outer sur£ace using Fourier's 
equation for radial heat flow. The heater assembly was 
sealed on each end with Teflon caps to reduce axial heat 
losses. The Teflon caps were cemented to the assembly as 
well as mechanically clamped in place. 
A pressurized reservoir mounted on scales contained the 
oil. A separate R-12 condensing unit provided cooling for 
the condenser section. AC power to the test heater assembly 
was provided through a large variable voltage transformer. 
A precision wattmeter was used for determining the energy 
supplied to the test section. 
8 
III. TEST PROCEDURE 
The system was initially evacuated and then the boiling 
section was filled with a known (by weight) amount of the 
pure refrigerant. The auxiliary heaters were used to degas 
the refrigerant prior to actual test runs and to bring the 
test fluid to its saturation temperature. Test pressure was 
obtained and maintained by manually controlling the secondary 
refrigeration unit for the condenser, and/or through the 
power supplied to the heating and/or auxiliary heaters. 
Power was supplied to the test cylinder at a low level 
·fyr the first test point. The power level was increased for 
each succeeding data point until the arbitrarily pre-selected 
maximum heat flux of 25000 Bt~/hr sq ft was reached. The 
power level was then . reduced with data taken at intervals of 
decreasing power. At each power setting, the system was 
allowed to come to quasi-equilibrium and the following data 
taken: Wattmeter reading, tube thermocouple emfs, saturation 
temperature, and chamber pressure. 
This procedure was followed for the oil-free runs at 
pressures of one and two atmospheres and then 1% by weight 
of oil was added to the refrigerant and mixed using the 
auxiliary heaters. Data points were obtained over the same 
general range as for the oil-free refrigerant at each pressure. 
Testing was similarly conducted for the other oil concentra-
tions of 2, 3, 5, 7, and 10 percent by weight. 
9 
After completing this series of tests for the first 
refrigerant, the fluid was removed and the apparatus cleaned. 
The same procedure was then followed for the second refrig-
erant. Upon completion of these tests, the apparatus was 
disassembled, cleaned, another sized heater assembly installed, 
and the previous procedures again repeated. 
IV. RESULTS 
The results are presented in graphical form and are 
spaced throughout the DISCUSSION OF RESULTS for ease of 
reference. 
10 
Figures 3 and 4 are comparisons of (0% oil concentra-
tion) results of this experimentation to several boiling heat 
transfer correlations of the literature. Figures 5 through 
12 present the experimental results, and Figures 13 through 
20 are comparisons among the experimental results with 
respect to oil concentration. 
Figures 5 through 12 are identified by the parameters: 
oil concentration, refrigerant, heater size, and nominal boil-
ing pressure. The actual range of boiling pressures is 
given as follows: 






V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
For each data point, the six tube thermocouple readings 
were averaged and used to obtain the temperature difference 
between the tube surface and the saturation temperature of 
the boiling fluid. The heat transfer rate was obtained 
directly from the wattmeter measurement. Results of previous 
work have indicated that maximum error due to neglecting the 
axial heat flow through the Teflon end caps is less than 4 
percent. Surface area was obtained from dimensional measure-
ments of the test cylinder. Equation (1) then provides the 
value for the heat transfer coefficient, h. The oil concen-
tration is defined as the ratio: Weight of oil divided by 
weight of oil and refrigerant. 
Figures 3 and 4 present typical results of heat transfer 
coefficient versus heat flux density for oil-free Refrigerant-
11 in comparison to the results of Stephan(l), Rohsenow( 2 ), 
Forster and Zuber(l 2 ), McNeilly(l 3), Gilmour(l 4), Borishanskiy 
. (15) (16) 
and M1nchenko , and Kutateladze . 
Figure 3 gives the results for R-11 at 1 atm pressure 
and with the 1.125 in. o.d. tube. Figure 4 is also for R-11 
but at 2 atmospheres and for the 0.625 in. o.d. tube. As 
can be seen from both figures, the current experimental 
results fall within the range of the various predictive 
equations. Of these equations, the Borishanskiy-Minchenko 
correlation appears to agree best with the experimental 
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Figure 3. Comparison of Several Boiling Correlations to 
Experimental Data for Oil-free R-11 Boiling 
from a 1.125 Inch o.d. Copper Cylinder 
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Figure 4. Comparison of Several Boiling Correlations 
to Experimental Data for Oil-Free R-11 
Boiling from a 0.625 Inch o.d. Copper Cylinder 
(Saturation Pressure -2 ATM) . 
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of C = 0.022 obtained from the data of Blatt and Adt( 4 ) 
sf 
for the Rohsenow correlation but yields values ranging from 
0.0067 to 0.009 for the R-11 copper combination of this in-
vestigation. 
Figures 5-12 present the complete results of all tests 
covering the two refrigerants, R-11 and R-113; the two tube 
sizes, 5/8 in. o.d. and 1-1/8 in. o.d.; the two pressures, 
1 atm and 2 atm; and oil contents of 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, and 10 
percent by weight. Results are presented for each as heat 
transfer coefficient versus temperature difference. A 
summary of these figures is presented below: 
Figure No. Refrigerant Pressure (atm) Tube Size (in.o.d.) 
5 11 1 1.125 
6 11 1 0.625 
7 11 2 1.125 
8 11 2 0.625 
9 113 1 1.125 
10 113 1 0.625 
11 113 2 1.125 
12 113 2 0.625. 
Each of the curves in these figures shows a strong 
hysteresis effect as the power level is decreased. This 
hysteresis effect is due to the greater heat fluxes needed 
to initiate boiling at sites along the tube as compared to 
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Effect of Oil on R-11 Boiling from 0.625 Inch 
o.d. Copper Cylinder at One Atmosphere 
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once it has been initiated. In each of Figures 5-12 there 
is a discontinuity in the increasing power curve denoted by 
a dashed line. This discontinuity represents the transition 
from natural convection to boiling. Since, for the same 
heat flux, the heat transfer due to boiling occurs at a much 
faster rate per degree of temperature difference than that 
due to natural convection, a sudden decrease in the tempera-
ture difference and increase in the heat transfer coefficient 
accompanied the transition from convection to boiling. 
From Figures 5 through 12 it can be seen that at low 
oil concentrations the transition occurred in a single "jump". 
However, at higher oil concentrations, the transition occurred 
in several small jumps. These small jumps are due to the fact 
that, at higher oil concentrations, boiling was initiated over 
less of the tube surface at one time· than at the lower oil-
refrigerant concentrations. Random sections of the tube began 
to boil at different times causing a discontinuity or jump 
each time a new section of the tube began to boil. 
This resistance of the oil-refrigerant mixture to boil-
ing was noted and explained by Stephan(G). He stated that 
the surface tension and adhesion of the liquid oil-refrigerant 
mixture near a heated surface is much greater than that of 
the refrigerant-vapor bubbles forming on the surface. There-
fore, the oil-refrigerant mixture resists bubble formation. 
Figures 13 through 20 present the results as heat trans-
fer coefficient versus heat flux density for the same param-
eters and in the same seguence as in Figures 5 through 12. 
24 
In Figures 13-20, the single line for each oil concentration 
shows the values for decreasing heat flux only. From these 
figures, it can be seen that oil concentrations of 3% or 
less do not greatly affect the heat transfer coefficient; 
and that in some cases, as Stephan( 6 ) has also reported, the 
heat transfer coefficient may increase as oil concentration 
goes from 0% to 3%. Generally, however, oil concentrations 
larger than 3% cause definite decreases in the heat transfer 
coefficients and in the slopes of the curves for heat transfer 
coefficient versus heat flux density. These trends agree with 
Stephan's results for Refrigerants 12 and 22. 
It was noted that the increase in heat transfer coeffi-
cient with increasing saturation temperature was less pro-
nounced at high oil concentrations than at low oil concentra-
tions. For increasing saturation temperatures at 0% oil 
concentration, the heat transfer coefficient increased a 
maximum of 55%. But over the same saturation temperature 
range at 10% oil concentration, the heat transfer coefficient 
increased a maximum of 40%. This indicates that, as 
Stephan(G) reported, at higher oil concentrations the heat 
transfer coefficient tends to be less affected by a change 
in the boiling temperature of the refrigerant-oil mixture. 
In contrast to the results of Stephan(l) the cylinder 
diameter did affect the heat transfer coefficient. Over 
the range of conditions for this investigation, the in-
crease in diameter from 0.625 in. o.d. to 1.125 in. o.d. 
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Figure 13. Effect of Oil on R-11 Boiling from a 1.125 Inch 
o.d. Copper Cylinder (Saturation Pressure 
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Figure 14. Effect of Oil on R-11 Boiling from 0.625 Inch 
o.d. Copper Cylinder (Saturation Pressure 
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Figure 15. Effect of Oil on R-11 Boiling from a 1.125 Inch 
o.d. Copper Cylinder (Saturation Pressure 
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Figure 16. Effect of Oil on R-11 Boiling from a 0.625 Inch 
o.d. Copper Cylinder (Saturation Pressure 
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Figure 17. Effect of Oil on R-113 Boiling from a 1.125 Inch 
o.d. Copper Cylinder (Saturation Pressure 
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Figure 18. Effect of Oil on R-113 Boiling from a 0.625 Inch 
o.d. Copper Cylinder {Saturation Pressure 
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Figure 19. Effect of Oil on R-113 Boiling from a 1.125 Inch 
o.d. Copper Cylinder (Saturation Pressure 
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Figure 20. Effect of Oil on R-113 Boiling from a 1.125 Inch 
o.d. Copper Cylinder (Saturation Pressure 
-2 ATM) • 
32 
20% to 60%. This, however, needs to be verified by tests 
with additional cylinders. 
33 
It might also be noted that as oil concentration was 
changed from 0% to 10%, the boiling temperature at a given 
pressure increased by approximately 4° F. 
Since surface finish is known to have a decided effect on 
boiling heat transfer, the surface finishes of the two cylin-
de~used in this investigation were measured. They were 
found to range over the surface as follows: 







Since the maximum error due to instrumentation was less 
than 11% (see Appendix D), by far the maximum uncertainty in 
the results lies in the value of the surface temperature of 
the tube. As described previously, an average value was 
obtained from six local measurements. The temperature 
variation between local values was generally less than 6°F 
at low heat fluxes but became as high as 25°F when boiling 
was highly localized. This variation in temperature dif-
ferences was most pronounced at high oil concentrations, 
and less noticeable at low oil concentrations. Boiling was 
34 
also observed to occur more vigorously from the top of the 
tube than from the bottom indicating that the heat transfer 
coefficient does vary with angular position around the 
cylinder. 
35 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 
In general, the addition of oil to boiling refrigerants 
causes a reduction in the heat transfer coefficient. How-
ever, for some conditions with small oil concentrations (3% 
or less) , the heat transfer coefficient may even increase 
slightly. For oil concentrations greater than 3% the heat 
transfer coefficient always decreases with increased oil 
content, and for large oil concentrations (7%-10%) the heat 
transfer coefficient is greatly reduced, being as much as 
60% less than that of the oil-free refrigerant. 
In the design o£ flooded evaporators having 3% or less 
oil concentrations, the heat transfer coefficients for oil-
free refrigerants could be used with only slight error. How-
ever, for larger oil~concentrations it is necessary to use 
the reduced values of heat transfer coefficients in the 
design to obtain reasonably accurate results. 
Other factors which appear to affect the boiling heat 
transfer performance are the cylinder diameter and boiling 
pressure. The average heat transfer coefficient ,appears to 
increase with increasing cylinder diameter. However, more 
data is needed for verification. The average heat transfer 
coefficient does increase as the boiling pressure is in-
creased over the pressure range studied. 
Since nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficients are a 
strong function of surface condition, the results presented 
herein for commercial copper tubing should provide more 
36 
representative values o£ the heat transfer coefficients than 
have previously existed for refrigeration system designers. 
37 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DATA REDUCTION 
The following computer program was used to reduce the 
experimental data to temperature differences 1 heat fluxes, 
and heat transfer coefficients. 
Initially, identification data is read in and printed 
out. This data gives the values of the parameters: 
refrigerant, tube size, oil concentration, and saturation 
pressure. Also, the date of the data run is included. 
The program then reads in the six thermoco~ple readings 
(temperature difference in milivolts), averages them, adds 
them to the saturation temperature of the boiling re-
frigerant, and corrects them with the zero reading of the 
voltmeter. Then the resulting tube wall temperatures in 
milivolts are converted to degrees F (using an approximating 
polynomial) and subtracted from the saturation temperature 
of the refrigerant. This average temperature difference 
between saturation temperature and wall temperature is then 
used with the heat flux to calculate the heat transfer co-
efficient. 
The values of temperature difference, heat flux, and 
heat transfer coefficient are then printed out along with 
their logarithms (base 10) used for log-log plots. 
The necessary input data is arranged as follows: 
In the first five columns of a single card is the 
41 
number (NTMS) of data sets (not the same as the number of 
data points-included in each set) to be reduced. 
The following data is repeated in order for the number 
of data sets. 
The next two cards contain the nine values of DATA(I). 
Each value is a decimal number typed on a field of ten 
columns and is defined as follows: 
a. refrigerant number 
b. amount of refrigerant, lbm 
c. diameter of the tube, inches 
d. length of the tube, inches 
e. oil concentration, % 
f. saturation pressure, lbf/sq in ABS 
g. month in which the data was taken 
h. day of the month on which the data 
was taken 
i. last two digits of the year in which 










Then the following five values are read in from a single 
card. The first two are integers each taking five columns, 
and the last three are decimal numbers taking ten columns. 
a. number of data points in the data set IPT 
b. number of data points to and including 
c. 
maximum heat flux 
inner radius of the tube, i.e., the 
distance from the · tube center line 
to the thermocouples, inches 
IPTCUT 
DRl 
d. thermal conductivity of the tube, 
btu/hr-ft-F 
e. value read when the voltmeter 
measuring thermocouple emfs is shorted 
42 
DK 
across its terminals, milivolts DCOR. 
Next, the experimental data for each of the data 
points is read from two cards. Each number is in decimal 
form occupying ten columns. 




measured. boiling temperature, F 
measured boiling temperature, 
milivolts 
DVM ( 1) -DVM ( 6 ) 
DVM ( 7) 
i. power supplied to the test cylinder, 
kilowatts 
j. measured boiling pressure, lbf/sq in 
ABS 
DVM ( 8) 
DVM (9) 
DVM (10) • 
c 
c 
C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES TEMPERAJURt DiffERENCE (OTFF) VERSUS HeAT 
C fLUX DtNSITY lO~A) VERSUS HE4T TRANSfeR CUcFFlCltNT tDH) FROM 



























1 NTMS 1 IS THE NUM~ER OF DATA SETS TO BE R~DUCED. 
READ lNR,30) NTMS 
30 FORMAT(l5J 
DO 1~00 NTlMES=lrNTMS 
1 uCuNST 1 IS A CON~ERSION FACTOK fRuM KILOWATTS TO STU/HR. 
DCONST=34l3. 
OP1=3.l~l59 
1 DATAll) 1 IS THE REFRIGER4NT NUM8t~. 
1 UATAl2) 1 IS THE AMOUNT Of REfRlGtR~NT lLBM). 
·~ATA(3j' IS THE OUTSIDE DIAMETER Of TuBt (INCHESJ •. 
1 0AJA(4) 1 IS THt LENbTH OF TUBt l1NCHt5). 
'DATA(SJ' IS THE OIL CONCeNTRATION t4l. 
'DATAt6) 1 IS THE NuMINAL BUlLINu ()AJURATION) PRESSURE 
'ldf/SQ INCH AbS). 
1 DATA,7) 1 IS THE MONTH (NUMBeR) IN WHl~H THE DATA wAS TAKEN. 
'UATAl8J' IS THt DAY Of THE MONTH UN WHICH THE OATA wAS TAKEN 
1 0ATA{9) 1 IS THE LAST T~O UIGIT~ JF THt YEAR IN WHICH THE 



























40 RtAD lNR,50) (0ATA(l),l=l,9) 
50 FGRMAT(Bfl0.6,/,fl0.~) 
wK!TtlN~,75) DATA(l),UATA(2),DATA(3),0ATA(~) tDATAt5),0ATA(6),GAJA( 
17) 1 UATA(8),0ATA(9) 
75 fORMATIT2, 1 R- 1 ,F5.0,TlO,'AMOUNT:',f7.3t 1 L6.',T30, 1 TUBE:•,F7.3, 
1 I IN. o.o. X •,F7.4, 1 LONG',T70t'' UlL:',f5.l,T85, 1 PRESSURE R~G I 
z,F5.2,Tll0, 1 DATE TAKEN:',F3.0,•-•,F4.!,•-•,f3.0,//J 




'IPTS' IS THE NUMBER OF OATA POINTS lN THE CURRENT DATA SET. 
1 1PTCUT' IS THE NUMBER Qf UATA POI~TS TU AND INCLUOIN~ 
MAXIMuM HEAT fLUX. 
'DRl' IS THE INNeR RAOIUS Of THE CYLlNutk li.E., LOCATIO~ Of 
THERMOCOUPLES FRUM CENTER wf CYLINOEKJ. !INCHES) 
'OK' IS THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY Of THt CYLINDeR, BTU/HR-fT-f 
'DCOR 1 IS THe lEROED VOLTMETER CUkKtCT!ON fACTOR ADDED TU 





C 1 0R2 1 IS THE OUTSIOt RADIUS OF THt CYLINDER (INCH). 
c 
c 





C WRITE OUT THE NUMBER Of DATA POlNfS, DATA POINTS TO MAXIMUM HEAT 
C FLUX, l~NER RADIUS, UUTER RADIUS, THERMAL C~NOUCTIVITY AND Trlt 














90 FORMATlT~, 1 NUM8ER OF DATA POINIS: 1 ,15,T40, 1 NO. Uf UATA PTS TO MAX. 
1 Q/A 1 ,15,T75, 1 0UTER RAD. Of TJdE:•,FlO.),Tl~5, 1 lNNtR RAu. Of lUSt: 
2 1 1 /,Flve)rl20r 1 THERM. CONO. OF TUSE:•,F,.l,J5)r 1 CORRECTIUN FACTOK 
3 TO HV RtAUlNG',flO.,,//) 
95 
1 DlVLN' IS THe CONGLOMERATION Of CJNSTANT~ USED TO MULTIPlY 
BY THE HEAT flUX TO FIND TEHPERATJ~E D~~ FRUM THEHOCJUPLES 





'DVMtl,Jt' IS THE ARRAY Of l DATA POINTS HAVING J COMPONENTS 
fUR EACH DATA PUlNT. 
THt J ~uMPuNtNTS ARE: 












1 OV Ml L , 1) ' IS THE MEASURED 
RtFk1uEKANT (f). 
•uv~uL,81 • IS THE MEASURED 
RtFRlbERANT (MILLIVOLTS). 
1 UVM(L,9t 1 IS THE MtASURELJ 
CYLINDER (KilOWATTS). 
• ov M' l ,l 0) I IS THE MEASURED 
SOILING REfRIGERANT (LBF/SQ 
DO 125 L=l,IPTS 
READ(NR,lJu) (OVM(L,J),J=ltlO~ 
100 FORMATl8flO.b,/,2FlO.b) 
125 wRlTE(N_,.,lOOI lDVM(L,J) ,J=l,lOI 
D 0 13 0 L:: 1 P T S 1 ,-? 0 
00 130 J=l,9 
130 DVM(L,J)=O. 
•Rllt(NWtl~O) 
C ~RITE OUT COLUMN HEAOINGS. 
c. 
c 
140 FORHATlTb, 1 AVG. TEMP. OIF. •, 
1 'HEAT TRANS. COEf. 1 ,//) 
TEMPERATURE Of- THE BOILING 
TEMPt:RATuRE Of THE BOILING 
POWER SUPPLIED TO THE TEST 
SATUkATluN PRE5SURE Of THE 
IN AbSI. 
T35, 1 HtAT TKANS.•, 
C IN THIS LOOP CAlCULATE THE AVERAGE lcHPER~TURE OlffERENCt, THE 
C HEAT fLUAt AND THE HeAT TRANSFER COEffiCIENT fOR EACH uATA PulNT 
C IN THE CURRENT SET. 
c 
c 
UO 3,0 L=l,lPTS 
DSUH=O. 
C AVERA~t THE SIX THERMOCOUPLE MEASUREMENTS. 
c 
00 1)0 l=l,b 
150 DSUM=DSUM+OVMCL,I) 









1 UTM~' IS THE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE OUTSIDE Of THE TUBE 
{MILLIVOlTS). IT IS THE SUM Of THe MEASURtO BOILING 
TEMPERATURE DVH(l,8), THe AVERAGE Uf THE SIX THERMOCOUPLE 
READINGS OAVG, ANO THE LEROEO METER CORRECTIUN REAOIN~ OCOR. 
DTHV=OVM,L,S)+OAVG+OCOR 
C THE NEXT StCTION CONVERTS THt TUBE wALL TEMPERATURE IN MILLIVOLTS 
L (OTMVJ TO TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES f tDTC1. 
c 
C If THE TEMPERATURE IN MilliVOLTS lDTMV) IS GREATER THAN 1.8 GO TO 
~ THE NEXT EQUATION ~ECAUSE THIS CONVEK~ION E~UATION IS ~000 ONLY 
C FOR UTMV !N THE RANGE Uf -.67 MV TO i.711 HV lO f TO 150 f). 
c 
c 
lf(OTMV.GT.l.8) GO TO 175 
Uff;3l.~b7~9+46.7535l*DTMV-1.29622*UJMV**2+.02593*DTMV**3 
GO TO 225 
C IF THE T~MPERATURE IN MILLIVOLTS lDTHV) IS ~REAlER THAN 3.8 Gu TU 
C THt NEXT E~UATION BECAUSE THIS CONVERSlJ~ t~UATION IS GOGO ONLY 
C FOR DTHV IN THE RANGE Of 1.751 MV TU 3.941 MV lllO f TO 199 f). 
c 
17~ 1F(OTMV.~T.3.8) GO TO 200 
DTF=39.873672485+32.13862609S6•DTHV+9.20ll7010345*DTMV**2-3.bo89o6 
l293*0TH~**3+.64,7173228*DTMV**4-.04319~l•u219*DTHV**5 
GO TO 2l~ 
c 
C THE FOLLOwiNG EQUATIUN IS GOOU ONLY FOR TEMPERATURES lDTHV) IN 








C COMPUTE THE TEMPERATURE DROP (OTC) ACRU)S THE TU8E WAll USING THE 




C CALCULATE THE TtMPERATURE OlffERtNCE (UTFf IN f) BY ~uBTRACTING 
C THE ll~Ulu REFRIGERANT TEMPERATURE DVMlL,7l lFJ, AND THE 
L TEMPERATURE UROP lUTC) ACROSS THE TUBt wAll rROH THE TuBE ~All 











C ~RITE OUT THE TEMPERATURt DIFFERENCE {OTff), THE HEAT FLUX (OQA), 












SEVERAL PREDICTIVE CORRELATIONS FOR BOILING HEAT TRANSFER 
Nomenclature 
c 
A = area, sq ft 
B = proportionality constant in Mikic-Rohsenow equation, 
dimensionless 
BL = proportionality constant in Levy equation, dimension-
less 
CL = heat capacity of liquid, btu/lbm F 
= proportionality constant in Rohsenow equation, sf 
dimensionless 
d = characteristic dimension of heated surface, ft 
g = earth's gravitational acceleration, ft/sq hr 
g
0 
= conversion factor (gravitational constant), 
4.17xl0 8 lbm-ft/sq hr-lbf 
G = mass velocity of liquid, lbm/hr-sq ft, defined 
with Gilmour equation 
h = heat transfer coefficient, btu/hr-sq ft-F 
hfg = latent heat of vaporization, btu/lbm 
kL = thermal conductivity of liquid, btu/hr-ft-F 
m = numerical exponent in Mikic-Rohsenow equation, 
dimensionless 
P = absolute vapor pressure, lbf/sq ft 
. 50 
~P = difference in saturated vapor pressure of liquid 
corresponding to a change in liquid temperature 
of ~T(F), lbf/sq ft 
Q = heat transfer rate, btu/hr 
TL = saturation temperature of boiling liquid, R 
~T = temperature difference between test surface and 
bulk liquid, R 
v = vapor rate, lbm/hr 
Greek letters 
aL = thermal diffusivity of saturated liquid, sq ft/hr 
~L = viscosity of saturated liquid, lbm/ft-hr 
~ = function defined in Mikic-Rohsenow equation 
~ = proportionality constant of Gilmour equation, 
dimensionless 
TI = constant, 3.14159 
pL = saturated liquid density, lbm/cu ft 
pv = saturated vapor density, lbm/cu ft 
a = surface tension, lbf/ft 
CORRELATIONS 
Pool nucleate boiling: 
1. Rohsenow ( 2 ) 
= C [ Q/A 
sf llL hfg 
2 • G i lmo ur ( 14 ) 
G v 
PL 
= A Pv 
where 
and v = Q/hfg· 
3. Kutateladze(lG) 
CL llL 1.7 
( k ) 
L 
= 
(D G/ll) • 3 
-4 [ , Q/A a 5 . · 7 
= 7. OxlO a P h ( g ( P _ P ) ) • ] 
L v fg L v 
cL llL -.35 
[ k ] • 
L 
4. Borishanskiy-Minchenko(l5 ) 
[p 
(J 
5. McNeilly (l 3 ) 
0 5 • 7 
<g (p -p ) ) • ] • 
L v 
6. Forster-Zuber(l2 ) 





0 5 • 7 
( g ( p -p ) ) • ] 
L v 
= 
7. Mikic-Rohsenow< 17 ) 
where 
k .5 2.125 2.375 h (m-2.875) (m-1.875) 
L PL cL fg pv 
8. Levy (18 ) 
1 Q/A = 
9. Forster-Grie£(19 ) 
53 
Q/A 
_ 5 aL cL pL(T-459.67) 5 .25 




a fg Pv 
llL CL .33 




COMPUTER PROGRAM CALCULATING RESULTS FROM PREDICTIVE 
CORRELATIONS 
5.4 
The following computer program was used to compute temper-
ature difference ., heat transfer coefficient, and heat flux 
as predicted by several correlations in the literature. These 
correlations being those of: 
Note: 
a. Rohsenow( 2 ) 









Borishanskiy and Minchenko(lS) 
McNeilly(l 3 ) 
Forster and Zuber(l2 ) 
Mikic and Rohsenow< 17 ) 
L (18) e~ 
Forster and Grief< 19 ). 
The last three correlations (g, h, i) are not yet 
debugged and, therefore, do not give reliable results. 
Initially, refrigerant and cylinder properties are 
read in and then the computations for each correlation are 
made and printed out. The above order is the order in which 
the correlations are used and is the order of output. 
The necessary input data to the program is as follows: 
The number of data sets (NTIMES) is typed by itself 
in the first five columns of a single card. Each of these 
55 
data sets is complete for calculations in and of itself with 
no extra data necessary between data sets. 
The following data is then repeated f'or each data 
For identification of the data set/j· the following 
are read in on a single card. Each value is a decimal 
in a field of ten colwnns. 
a. refrigerant number 
b. nominal saturation pressure, atmospheres 







The next necessary data is read from two cards. These 
eleven pieces of data are decimal numbers in a field of ten 
columns. 
a. test cylinder outside diameter, inches 
b. test cylinder length, inches 
c. surface tension of saturated refrigerant, 
lbf/ft 
d. density of saturated liquid, lbm/cu ft 
e. density of saturated vapor, lbm/cu ft 
f. latent heat of evaporation at saturation 
temperature, btu/lbm 
g. viscosity of saturated liquid, lbm/ft-hr 
h. thermal conductivity of saturated liquid, 
btu/hr-ft-F 
i. saturation pressure, lbf/sq in, absolute 












Then in the first 20 columns of the next card is typed 
the Rohsenow constant Csf' dimensionless CSF. 
Next, for the Forster-Zuber correlation, it is necessary 
to use a series of saturation pressures. These are read in 
as DPRES(I), and there are 41 values, each in a ten column 
field. So, it is necessary to have nine cards to contain 
the data. 
The first saturation pressure is the pressure at which 
the boiling actually took place. The next saturation 
pressures are those for a one degree increase in saturation 
temperature, a two degree increase, and so on until a 40 
degree temperature increase is reached. The saturation 
pressures are in units of lbf/sq in, absolute pressure. 
The next data to be read is for the Mikic-Rohsenow 
correlation. The necessary data are two decimal numbers, 
both read from a single card and each occupying a 20 column 
field. 
a. variable exponent in the correlation, 
usually between 1 and 6 




The last piece of input data is the proportionality 
constant for the Levy correlation (DBL). It is read from 
the first ten columns of a single card. 
c 
c 
C THIS PRO~RAM COMPUTES HEAT flUX tDQA) VtRSUS HEAT TRANSfER 
' COEfFICIENT (OH) VERSUS TEMPERATURE ulF~ERtNCE--HEAT£0 SURFACE 
C MINUS SATURATION TEMPERATURE--lDTXl) Fu~ THt BOlLING HEAT TRANSfER 
C CORRELATIONS OF ROH~ENUWt GILMJUR, KuTATELAult, BORISHANSKIY-
C MIN~HENKO, MCNEILLY, FORSTER-lJBER, MIKI~-xuHStNO•, LEVY, ANO 
C FORSTER-bRlEf; GIVEN THE PROPER OATA. 
c 
c 
C HOWEVER THE lAST THREE CORRELATIONS DO N~T ~IVE VALID RESULTS 















1 NTIM~S 1 IS THE NUMbER Of DATA SETS. 
REAU tNR,5~0J NTIMES 
500 FORMAT(J)) 
wRlTE(NW,)00) NTIMES 
'UG0 1 IS THE GRAVITATIUNAL CONSTANT 1N UNiTS OF lBM-fT/lBf-
S~ HR. 
uG0=4.l7Eua 
'DCUNST 1 IS A CONVERSION FACTOR FROM KlLU~ATTS Tu BTU/HR. 
DCUNST:34l3. 
DP1=J.l4l59 
uO 500U 1JKL=l,NTIMES 
5 0 
c 
C 1 Rcf 1 IS THE REFRIGERANT; 1 ATM 1 IS THE NOMINAL SOiliNG 
C PRESSURE (ATMOSPHERESj; 1 01AH 1 lS THE TeST CYLINDER 
C DlAMtTER (INCHES). 
c 























800 FORMAT(T5,'R- 1 ,F5.l,T20t 1 PKESSURE RANGE',F3.l,T50, 1 TUBE DlAMtT~R•, 
1 F 1 O. 5, IIIII) 
'DJD' IS THE: TEST CYLINDER OUTS!Ot DlA~ETEk tlNCtifS); 
1 UL EN 1 I S T HE C ¥ ll N 0 Ek LEN G T H l l NC ~ c S J ; 
'DSIGT' IS THE SURfACE TENSION &lBfiFTJ; 
1 0RHOL' IS THE DENSITY Of Ll~Ul~ kcFRlGERANT AT SATURATIO~ 
PRESSURE lLBH/CU FT); 
1 DkHOV 1 IS THE DENSITY Qf VAPORILtD REfklGERANT AT SATURATION 
PReSSURE (LBMICU fT); 
1 0HfG 1 IS THE LATENT HEAT OF EVAPOR4TIUN AT SATURATION 
PReSSuRE (8TU/LBMI: 
'DMU 1 IS THE VlSCOSITY OF SATUkATEu Ll~UID REFRIGERANT 
lLBMIFT-HR); 
1 JK 1 IS THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY uF SATURATED LIQUID 
REfRlbERANT (8TU/HR-fT-F); 
1 UPSAT 1 IS THE SATURATION PRESSUKt lLB~/SQ INCH ABSOLUTE); 































1 06 1 IS THE BUBBLE OIAHETEK Of THE RUHSENUW CORRElATION (fll. 
UB=(DSlGT/lDRHOL-ORHOVI)**•5 
1 0PRl' IS THE PRANOTl NUMBER tUNITLtSSJ. 
DPRL=OCP*DMU/OK 
1 0ALPHA 1 IS THE THERMAL DlffUSi~lTY tS~ fT/Hk). 
DALPriA=OK/(DCP*ORHOL) 
1 UAREA' IS THE SURfACE AREA Of TEST CYLINutR (SQ fTJ. 
DAREA:uPl*DOO*OlEN/144. 
1 DXU 1 IS A CON~ERSIUN fACTOR FROM PO~ER !N KILD~ATTS TO HEAT 
FLUA IN BTU/HR-~~ FT. 
DXQ=DCONST/DAREA 
' COMPUTt (AND WRITE OUT) A SINGLE CONSTANT TtRM (ORHSN J EVALUATtD 







C WRITE OUT COLUMN HEADINGS. 
c 
w R I T E ( NW , 1 0 2 5 ) 





l) 1 rT't0r 1 H (8TU/HR-SQ.FT-f) 1 ,T75, 1 DELlA T trl'r//) 




C fiNO THE HEAT FLUX, TEMPERATURE Olff~RtN~~, ANU HEAT TRANSFER 
C CUEFFlCIENT FOR SEVERAL POWE~ INCREMENTS. 
c 
c 
DO llUO J:l,3 
DCHNG= OCHNG*J 
IflDPwK.GT •• l45) OCHNG=.OS 
1F(DPWR.GT •• l45) KINK=22 
00 1100 K=l,KINK 
DPWR=DPWK+OCHNG 




C COHPUTt THE TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE DTX ~Ut TO THE HEAT FLUX D~A 












C WRITE OUT fHt HEAT fLUX DQA, HEAT TRANSFER COEfFICIENT OH, 






C COMPUTE (ANO WRITE OUT) A SINGLE CLNSTANT TERM (OGILH j EVALUATED 















1325 FORMAT(//,T35, 1 GILMOUR CORRELAT10N 1 ,//tll0, 1 Q/A lBTU/HR-SQ.FT 
l) 1 ,T~0, 1 H (BTU/HK-SQ.FT-f) 1 ,T75, 1 0El1A T (f) 1 ,//) 




C flND THE HtAT flU~, TEMPERATURt UIFFtKt~CE, AN0 HEAT TRANSFEK 
C COEFFICIENT FOR SEVERAL PO~tR INCREMENTS. 
c 




lf(DPWR.GT •• l45) DCHNG=.05 
lf(DPWk.GT •• l45) KIN~=22 
00 1400 Kzl,KlNK 
DPiiR=DPWR+DCHNG 




C COMPUTE THE HEAT TRANSfER COEFfiCIENT UJt Tu HtAT flUX USING Thf 










DT XL=A LO~l u l DT XJ 
C wRITE OUT THf HEAT fluX DQA, HEAT TRANSFtk CuErfiCIENT DH, 





C COMPuTE lAND WRITE OUT) A SINGLE CON~TANT TERM IDKUTA ) E~ALUATED 








C wRITE UUT COLUMN HEADINGS. 
c 
WRITElNw,lo25J 
lo25 FORMATl//,l35,•KUTATElAOZE CORRElATION 1 ,//,Tl0, 1 Q/A tSTU/HR-S~.fT 









C FIND THE HtAT flUX, TEMPERATJRE DiffERENCE, ANO HEAT TRANSfER 
C COeFFICIENT FOR SEVERAL POwER INCREHtNTS. 
c 
c 
DO l70v J=l,3 
DCHNG= OCHNG*J 
lFlO~WR.GT •• l45J DCHNG=.05 
IF(OP~k.GT •• l45) K1NK=22 
UO 1700 K=ltKlNK 
DPWR=CPWR+DCHNG 
~ CONVERT FkuM KilOwATTS OF PO~ER TO HEAT FLUX lBTU/HR-SQ fT1. 
c 
c 
C COMPUTE THE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT UJE TO HfAT FLUX USIN~ THE 












C wRITE OUT THE HEAT flUX DQA, HEAT TRANSFER CUtffJCIENT OH, 





C COMPUTE (AND WRITE OUTJ A SINGLE CONSTANT TERH (GSOHl J tVALUATtD 














1925 FORMATl//,J35r 1 BOR1S-MINCH CORRELATION 1 ,//,Tl0, 1 Q/A !BT~/HR-SQ.FT 
1) 1 ,T40, 1 H (STU/HR-SQ.FT-FJ',T75, 1 DELTA T (f) 1 1 //J 




C FIND THt HEAT FLUX, TEMPERATURE DiffERENCE, ANO HEAT TRANSFER 
C COEFFICitNT FOR SEVERAL POwER INCREMENTS. 
c 
00 2JOO J:l,3 
DCHNG=DCHNG*J 
IFtOPWR.GT •• l45) DCHNG=.05 






00 2000 1\=l,KINK 
DPw~=OPWk+OCtiNG 
CO~YERT ~ROM KILO~ATTS Of P wE TU T fLUX (SJU/HK- ij FTI. 
C COMPUlt THt HEAT TRA ~fE~ COtFrlCl T OUE TU HEAT fLUX USI G T"E 
C ~OklSHA~~Klt-MINCHtNKu COR ELATIO • 
c 
L. 













~RITe Uuf lHt HtAT flUX U , HEAT T 
TEMPtRATU t Ulfft E c OTX, u TH 
wKlTt(N~,lu5UJO A,OH,UT ,O 
2Juu CuNTlNUE 
COMPUTt lAND wRITE OUT) 
J)l~~ ALL THt CU STA T T 
f . ~u FfJCIENT Drl, 
I )t 1 I U AC.rl. 
TAL 
)l T It M I~M L J EV LUATEO 
~ ·c llt ~OR ELATJO. 
OMCNL•.££)*0K*(OPSAT 1 ./ OSl TJ• .J Of' l . bJ ( HUL/0 hU -1.1•• 
1 .3333/(UHt~•DHUt••.o9 
wRITElN•,l,OOI 0 C l 
c 
C wJ(l TE uUJ ClilUM Hf ul G • 
(. 
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lt 1 ,T't0, 1 H \BTU/HR-SQ.FT-fi',T7), 1 0tllA T (f~ 1 ,//J 




C FIND THE HEAT flUX, TEMPERATURt OlffERt~Cc, AND HEAT TRANSfeR 
C COtFFlCifNT FOR SEVERAl POwER INCREMENTS. 
c 
c 
uO 23UO J=l,3 
UCHNG= uCHNli*J 
if{D?kR.~T •• 1~5) DCHNG=.05 
1Fl0PwKebT •• l45) KINK=22 
DO 2JOO K=l,KINK 
UP~R=DPwR+uCHNG 
C CONVeRT FROM KILOWATTS Of PO~ER TU HeAT flUA (STU/HR-SQ fTt. 
c 
c 
C COMPUTE THt HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT uuE Tu HEAT flUX USING THE 












C WRIT~ OUT THE HEAT fLUX DQA, HEAT TRANSFER COEFfiCIENT DH, 





C CUHPUTE (AND WRITE OUT) A SINGLE CO~STANT TtkH luFORLU) cVALUATEU 








C WRITe OUT COLUMN HEADINGS. 
c 
wRITE(NW,2525l 
2525 FORHAT(//,T3,, 1 FOR-LU8ER CORRELATION',//,TlO,'Q/A (dTU/HR-S~.fT 
l) 1 ,T40, 1 h (BTU/HR-SQ.fT-Fl',T75, 1 DELTA T 'fi 1 t//J 
c 
C READ IN SEVERAL SATURATION PRESSUR~S uPRcS(l) ll8f/S~ INCH ABS) 
C UF THe REFRlbcRANT BEGINNING wiTH THE ~ATJRATIUN PRESSURE AT ThE 
C TEMPERATU~c AT •HlCH THe REF~IGERANT WA~ ACTuAlLY BOILING, AND 
C CONTINUING AT ONE DEGREE INTERVALS UNTIL THE NUMBER Of SATJRATION 
C PRtSSURES READ IN CORRESPONDS ROUGHlY TO THE MAXIMUM TcMPEKATUKE 










C FOR EACH SATURATION PRESSURE EXCEPT THE FlkST, CAlCUlATE THE 
C DifFERENCE BETWEEN IT AND TrlE Fl~ST SAfJ~ATlON PRESSURE. uSE 








C CALCULATE rlEAT fLUX AND HEAT TRANSFtK CJEffiClENT fOR SEVERAL 
C {EQUAL TU ~UMBER Of SATURATIUN PRESSuktS READ MlNUS 1) UNIT 
C (1 DEGRt£) INCREMENTS IN TtMPERATURt OIFF~~tNCc USING THt FURSTER-
L LU~EK COKRELATIUN. 
c 
c 
DO 2600 1=1,40 
OTX=OJ.(+l.u 
C CALCULATt HEAT fLUX USING TEMPERATURE UlFFERENCE, SATURATED 
C PRESSURE OlffERtNCE, AND THE FD~STEk-Lu~EK GOkRflATIO~. 
c 
t 







C ~RITE O~J THE H~AT flUX DQA, HEAT TKANSF~~ CGEFfiCltNT OH, 























THREE CORk.ElATIONS DO NOT Gl\IE VAllO RESULTS, BECAUSE 
THREE CORRELATIONS DO NOT <;IVE VAllO RESUlTS, dECAUSE 
THREt CURtiELATIONS DU NuT GIVE VALID RESULTS, bECAuSt: 
THREE CORRI:LATIUN~ DO f'fuT GlVE VALlU RESULTS, BECAuSE 
THREE CORKELATION~ 00 NOf GIVt VAliD RtSUL f), BECAuSE 
OF PRO~KAHMlNG UR UNITS ~RROKS. 
C READ IN THE VARIABLE EXPONENT (OMEXP) AND THE CONSTANT (OBCUN) 









C C 0 M PUT E ( AN D w R 1 T E 0 U T ) A S 1 N G L E C U t-4.) T A 1'4 T T t: RM ( D M I K K 0 ) t: \1 A l U AT ED 












2825 FORMAJ(//,T35,'MIK-RUH CORKELAT!ON 1 ,//,Jlv,'Q/A l8TU/HR-S~.FT 
l) 1 ,T40r 1 H (DTU/H~-SQ.FT-f) 1 rT75, 1 DtLTA T (f} 1 r//J 
OTX=J. 
c 
C CALCULATE rlEAT FLUX AND HEAT TRANSftk ~JEFFl,lENT fOR SEVERAL 
C (~REATER TrlAN OR E~UAL TO THE MAXIMUM ftMPEKATURt DlffERtNCt 
C EXPERIM~NTALLY ENCUUNT~RtD) 0NIT tl ~E~Rffj lNC~EMfNTS IN 
C TEMPeRATURE DIFfERENCE USING THE MlK!C-KOHStNOw COKRELATION. 
c 
DO 2900 1=1,40 
OTX=OTX+l.U 
C CALCULATt HEAT FLUX U51NG TEMPERATURE OlfFERENCE ANO HIKIC-











C wRITE Oul THt HtAT FLUX D~A, HEAT TRAN~fE~ COEfFICIENT DH, 





C READ IN THt CONSTANT tDBL) FOR THE LEVY :oRRELATION AND WRITE 






C COMPUT~ lAND WRITE OUT) A SINGLE CONSTANT T~RH (OLEVY ) E~ALUATED 






C ~RITE OUT COLUMN HeADINGS. 
c 
~RlTE(NW,2925) 
2925 FORMATt//,T3~, 1 lEVY CORRElATlUN',//,TlO,'QIA (BTu/HR-S~.fT 
l)',T40, 1 H (BTU/HR-SQ.fl-f) 1 ,T75, 1 UElTA T {f) 1 ,//) 
DTX=O. 
c 
L CALCULATE HEAT FLUX ANU HEAT TRANSFE~ CJEFF!ClEhT fOR SEVEKAL 
C (GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO THE MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ulrFERcNCE 
C EXPERIMENTALLY ENCOUNTERED) JNIT ll UtGREE) INCREMtNTS IN 
C TEMPERATUkt OIFFERE~Ct USING THt LEVt ~J(KELATION. 
c 
c 
uo 3u~o 1=1,40 
DTX=DTX•l.u 













C wRITE OUT THt HtAT flUX O~A, HEAJ TKANSFtR COtFFICIENT OH, 





C COMPUTE 'AND WRITE OUTt A SINGLE CONSTANT TtRH lDFURGR) E~ALUATtD 







C wRITE OuT COLUM~ HEADINGS. 
c 
wRITE(Nw,3S25) 
3525 FORMATt//,T3,, 1 FOR-GRltF CO~RELATlUN 1 ,//,Tl0, 1 Q/A (blU/HK-~~.FT 
l~ 1 tT40, 1 H (8TU/Hk-S~.fT-fJ',T75, 1 JElfA T (fj 1 ,//J 
OTA=O. 
c 
C CALCJLATE dEAl fLUX AND HEAT TRANSFE~ CJfffiCIENT FOR SEVtRAL 
C (EQUAL TO NUMBER uf SATURATlUN PkESSuRES ~EAD HlNUS 1) UNlT 
C (l OEG~Etl l~CREMENTS IN TEMPERATURt Ulff~Rt~CE USING THt FURSTEk-
C G~IEF CUkRELATION. 
c 
c 
uo 3600 1=1,40 
DTX=uTX+l. 
C CALCULATE HEAT fLUX USING THE FORSTEK-GKIEf CuRR~LATION AND Tht 
C ~ATUKATIU~ PRESSU~E OIFFEREN:ES (UPRc~(ll) fOUNU SEFU~E I~ THE 












C ~RITE OUT THt HeAT flUX OQA, HEAT TRAN)fc~ COEFFICIENT OH, 
C TEMPERATUKc UlfFERENCE DTX, AND THE l~G (dASE 10) OF EACH. 
c 
WRITE(~W,l05u)OUA,uH,OTX,DQALrDHL,OTXl 








In any experimental wo~k, uncertainties in measure-
ments arise from the limitations of the equipment. The 
following estimates of instrumentation uncertainties are 
made to evaluate the accuracy of the results. 
wattmeter: 
pressure gauge: 
thermometer (for saturation tempera-
ture) : 
ammeter: 
weighting scales (for oil): 
digital multimeter and thermocouples: 
range of ~Ts error in 
(mv) (mv) 
.25 - .75 ±.01 
.75 - 1.4 ±.03 
1.4 - 2.2 ±.04 








These estimates are based on observations from all 
experimental runs and on the smallest division marked on 
the meter scales. 
The multimeter and thermocouple errors are for local 
measurements (i.e., individual thermocouples) only and do 
75 
not refer to temperature variation with location over the 
cylinder. 
From observations made during the experimental work, the 
uncertainty in the pressure readings is assumed to cause an 
uncertainty in the measured temperature differences of 5% or 
less. 
The uncertainty in surface area measurements is less 
than 3.5%. 
Another source of uncertainty is the heat lost through 
the Teflon end caps. If they are treated as fins in a con-
vective medium (no boiling was observed from them), it is 
found that the heat lost from them is less than 4% of the 
total heat supplied to the test cylinder. 
On the basis of these sources of experimental uncer-
tainties, a few data points have been analyzed for the 
probable uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficient h. 
(This analysis uses only data points occurring after boiling 
has begun.) Using the standard methods of uncertainty 
analysis, which find the total uncertainty by taking the 
square root of the sum of the squares of the individual 
uncertainties affecting the result, the uncertainty in h 
(defined by equation (1)) can be written as follows: 
or 
~h ={(ah ~a]2 
:ao 
76 
where, in any consistent system of units: 
6h = uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficient 
6Q = uncertainty in the heat transfer rate 
6A = uncertainty in the surface area 
6(6T8 ) = uncertainty in the temperature difference. 
The uncertainty in h for the data points that were 
analyzed is then given in Table I. The uncertainty due to 
instrumentation is less than 11% for the data points analyzed 
and these should be representative of all the data taken. 
TABLE I. Uncertainty in Heat T.r .ans.f.e:r Cpe.f.f.ic.i .e.n.t. D.u.e. to .lnstrumenta tion 
Heater Pressure Oil Heat Flux Uncertainty in h 
. Refrigerant Size Concentration (btu/hr- l\h b.h/h 
(in. o. d.) (atm) (%) sq ft) (btu/hr-
s_g_ ft-F) (%) 
11 1.125 1 10 2000 5.1 8.7 
11 1.125 1 10 22100 25.2 7.9 
11 1.125 2 10 5800 9.3 7.8 
11 1.125 2 10 22100 24.7 7.7 
11 1.125 2 0 2300 15.7 8.2 
1'1 1.125 2 o· ·tGso.·o· 56.7 a·.s 
. ' 
11 0.625 1 1 5000 15.5 1' . ·9 
11 0.625 1 1' 26600' 45.5 a·. o· 
113 1.125 1 0 . 1470' 4. g· g·.-4 
113 1.125 1 0 2.2100 59.5 8.5 
113 1.125 2 10 4600 8.5 a. ·o 
113 1.125 2 1'0 ', 257'00 22.1 1'. 5 
113 0.625 1 10 2000 3.6 8.8 
113 0.625 1 10 20000 15.8 7.6 
113 0.625 2 3 1170 7.7 10.6 
113 0.625 2 3 23300 54.8 8.4 
